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abstract
Two different pyrene-substituted ions were used to render the surface of graphene hydrophilic. Self-limiting monolayers of
ammonium and sulfonate substituted pyrenes were used to give, respectively, an overall positive and negative charge to the
surface. Both pyrenes gave a stable hydrophilic surface and were used to selectively immobilise negatively or positively
charged macro-molecules. This simple and versatile non-covalent approach can be used on graphene on a variety of substrates
(e.g. copper, SiO2), suspended graphene, and also for graphite.

Introduction
Graphene displays a remarkable combination of properties: it has high
thermal conductivity and high charge carrier mobility, it is almost optically
transparent, and is strong, stiff and flexible [1]. This has led to many proposed
applications, including in sens-ing [2–4] and catalysis [5,6]. However, its
simple and robust struc-ture also leads to some difficulties: like graphite, it is
hydrophobic and its smooth van der Waals surface does not lend itself to
selec-tive adsorption of biomaterials [7,8]. This makes sensors based on
pristine graphene unselective in their response, and leads to com-patibility
issues for aqueous processing routes. Hence, for many applications,
controlling graphene’s surface functionality becomes essential. This
necessitates chemical modification which should be done in such a way so as
to retain the beneficial physical properties of graphene and in as thin a
modified layer as possible so as to maximise the contribution of graphene to
the hybrid material. Even low-level covalent functionalisation rapidly
degrades the electronic properties of graphene [9–11], so non-covalent functionalisation which retains the sp2 graphene structure is preferred.

Molecules with planar delocalised p systems are often chosen for noncovalent functionalisation of graphene [11], as these can interact with the
extended electronic system of the graphene sur-face by van der Waals or
electrostatic interactions, commonly
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referred to as p stacking [12]. To this end, layers of small molecules on
graphene such as perylenebisimides [13–15], phthalocyanines [16,17] or
pyrenes (pyr) [18–22] have been investigated. Pyr derivatives are particularly
interesting as their chemical versatility has been widely exploited to create
carbon-based hybrid materials through p stacking [23–27], and to assist the
exfoliation of graphite to graphene [28–31]. Hence, they provide an easy and
flexible route to modifying the surface properties of graphene. Here we
design pyrene derivatives to form self-limiting monolayer films on graphene
in order to make the surface positively or negatively charged in solution. This
turns the graphene from hydrophobic to hydrophilic and enables controlled
macro-molecule adsorption through electrostatic interactions.

Results and discussion
We designed pyrene derivatives that would non-covalently bind to the Gr
surface, but would remain non-reactive. Thus, we attached non-coordinating
charged moieties via a flexible linker to a pyrene core, as shown in Fig. 1.
The pyr-carrying ammonium cation (trimethyl-(2-oxo-2-pyren-1-yl-ethyl)ammonium bro-mide; pyr+) [32] and pyr-carrying sulfonate anion (sodium (2oxo-2-pyren-1-yl-ethyl)-sulfonate; pyr ) were synthesized (for details see
SI1). During deposition from solution, the hydrophobic p-conjugated pyrene
core should bind strongly to the Gr surface by p stacking, whilst electrostatic
repulsion between the charged moieties should self-limit the film to monolayer
coverage.

mation Section 1, SI1) and its uniformity and quality were con-firmed by
scanning electron microscopy and Raman spectroscopy (SI2-SI3). Asproduced graphene-on-copper (CVDGr) samples were immersed overnight in
ethanolic solutions containing the pyr+ molecule, or methanolic solutions
containing the pyr molecule. After drying, Raman spectroscopy confirmed the
presence of the pyrene derivatives on the CVDGr, with a new band
corresponding to the pyr moieties appearing at around 1620 cm 1 as shown in
Fig. 2 (see also SI3). Moreover, the graphene G band upshifts by 4–7 cm 1

Fig. 1. Representation of trimethyl-(2-oxo-2-pyren-1-yl-ethyl)-ammonium bro-mide (pyr+) and
sodium (2-oxo-2-pyren-1-yl-ethyl)-sulfonate) (pyr ). The mole-cules consist of a hydrophopic
part (highlighted in blue) designed to adhere to the surface of graphene through p-p forces, and
a charged moiety (highlighted in red and green) that then controls the surface functionality.

Fig. 2. Raman spectra of CVDGr (black), CVDGr-pyr+ (red) and CVDGr-pyr
The spectra were acquired with an excitation line of 633 nm.

(blue).

To test this, the pyr-derivatives were deposited on chemical vapour
deposition (CVD) grown graphene on copper. This is an ideal substrate for
studying molecular deposition on graphene [13,17]: it is of technological
relevance and presents a clean, flat and well defined surface for detailed
studies. Large area monolayer graphene was synthesized by CVD on copper
foil using methane as the precursor (for details see methods and
Supplementary Infor-

(from 1588 cm 1 in CVDGr to 1592 cm 1 in CVDGr-pyr+ and to 1595 cm 1 in
CVDGr-pyr ), indicative of electrostatic doping of Gr by the charged moieties
after functionalization [20,33–35]. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
further con-firmed the presence of pyr+ and pyr , and proved that only a very
thin layer of modified pyr was deposited on the CVDGr, consistent with a
monolayer coverage (see SI4). Atomic force microscopy (AFM) analysis
showed that the deposited layers of pyr+ and pyr on CVDGr were thin and
homogeneous. Topography images (Fig. 3a and SI6 for CVDGr-pyr+ and
CVDGr-pyr , respectively) after surface modification are almost
indistinguishable from CVDGr, showing the facets that form on the copper
substrate after gra-phene growth [36] and with no obvious pyr agglomerates.
The presence of the pyr+/pyr films is revealed by selectively removing small
regions by first scanning in contact mode (controllably scratching away the
molecular layer) and then scanning a larger region in tapping mode and hence
scanning across covered and uncovered areas (Fig. 3b). AFM height profiles
(Fig. 3c and SI6) indicate the presence of a thin molecular layer on the Gr of
about 0.2 nm for both CVDGr-pyr+ and CVDGr-pyr , observable due to the
locally smooth graphene on copper surface [37], again consis-tent with
monolayer coverage. We note that by contrast similar depositions of
unmodified pyrene on CVDGr appeared to form three dimensional islands
rather than uniform monolayers (SI7). Scanning tunnelling microscopy
(STM) investigations under ambi-ent conditions were unfortunately unable to
resolve the molecular packing. Ab initio calculations have shown that pyr
stably adsorbs flat to graphene, and that the binding energy increases when
elec-tron donating or withdrawing groups are substituted to the pyr [38].
Hence, although previous reports have found that pyrene can desorb in
solution [21], with electropolymerisation a possible approach to stabilising
them [22], here we found the modified pyr-ene layers to be stable. However,
at room temperature the pyr are expected to move rapidly along the graphene
surface and hence would not be easily visible by STM.

Static contact angle measurements (SCA) were performed to examine the
wetting properties of CVDGr before and after non-

Fig. 3. a) AFM topography image of CVDGr-pyr+. b) AFM topography image showing the scratch over CVDGr-pyr+ created by employing AFM in contact mode, root mean square roughness
excluding the scratch is 0.3 nm. c) Height profile corresponding to (b), consistent with the presence of a monolayer of pyr+ over CVDGr. The full height scales of the AFM images are 5 nm.
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Fig. 4. Left: Time dependency of the static contact angle for water on CVDGr (circles), CVDGr-pyr+ (squares) and CVDGr-pyr (triangles). Right: Photographs of contact angle measurements
acquired for CVDGr-pyr+ after 1, 5 and 10 days storage under ambient conditions.

Fig. 5. AFM topographic images of CVDGr-pyr+ (left), CVDGr (middle) and CVDGr-pyr (right) after incubation with fibrinogen (top row) and lysozyme (bottom row). The full height scale of the
AFM images is 5 nm.

covalent functionalisation with the pyr+/pyr . As-produced CVDGr was found
to be hydrophobic, with contact angles initially around 70L but increasing to
82L when measured 10 days after growth, Fig. 4, consistent with previous
reports [39–42]. After deposition of pyr+/pyr , the contact angle dropped to
ca. 40L demonstrating that the surface was now hydrophilic. This result was
reproducible and consistent for both CVDGr-pyr+ and CVDGr-pyr samples,
with a uniform response across samples suggesting a homogeneous deposition
of the pyr molecules (SI5). In addition, for both CVDGr-pyr+ and CVDGrpyr the contact angle remained almost constant (SCA 40L) at least for one
month, demonstrating that the adsorbed molecular layers provide a simple,
robust and stable method for changing the surface properties of graphene.

Many macro-molecules are charged in solution [43], hence elec-trostatic
interactions can be a powerful way of controlling their adhesion. To test this,
we studied the adsorption of biomolecules onto the graphene surface with and
without modification.
Initially we looked at biomolecule adsorption on the graphene on copper
surface by studying an anionic (negatively charged) pro-tein (fibrinogen) as
well as lysozyme, a protein which, at pH 7, con-tains regions of both positive
and negative charge [43]. These molecules are of interest in their own right:
fibrinogen is about

46 nm in length and 50–70 Å in diameter, is essential to the forma-tion of
blood clots and is often employed as a model protein to evaluate the
biocompatibility of surfaces [44] whilst lysozyme is a bacteriolytic enzyme
consisting of a single polypeptide chain of about 129 aminoacids [45].
To test the interactions between the (un)modified graphene surface and
the biomolecules, CVDGr was incubated for 3 min in a phosphate buffer
solution (pH 7) containing either fibrinogen or lysozyme (2 lg/mL), dried and
then analysed by AFM. For the unmodified graphene, a sparse distribution of
biomolecules is observed (see Fig. 5) indicating a low affinity for both of the
biomo-lecules, consistent with previous reports [44]. The pyr+ modified
graphene showed a strong affinity for the negatively charged fib-rinogen
which formed a near continuous layer (Fig. 5). By contrast, no fibrinogen is
observed on pyr modified graphene. Consistent with its ambipolar nature,
lysozyme forms near continuous layers on both pyr+ and pyr modified
graphene (Fig. 5). To ensure that this was not just a drying artefact, samples
were also analysed by AFM imaging in liquid during the deposition (SI8) and
showed results consistent with the dry samples. The charged pyrene
derivatives are thus effective at controlling biomolecule adsorption on
graphene surfaces.

Fig. 6. a) TEM low-dose diffraction of CVDGr-pyr+ b) Diffraction spot intensities plotted as a function of time for graphene at a dose rate of 4 e Å 2 s 1 for CVDGr-pyr+ and CVDGr-pyr
demonstrating their beam-sensitive nature. c) and d) are acTEM images showing Au9 clusters attached to CVDGr-pyr and POM clusters attached to CVDGr-pyr+ respectively, with inset FFT showing
the characteristic hexagonal pattern of graphene monolayer. A magnified view of the boxed areas, c1 and d1, are shown alongside corresponding multi-slice simulations, c2 and d2, and atomic
models, c3 and d3.

To illustrate the versatility of this approach, we tested deposi-tion of the
pyr-derivatives on graphene transferred to a SiO2 sub-strate, and also on
highly oriented pyrolytic graphite. On both substrates the pyr-derivatives
formed thin films consistent with those on CVDGr, and on both substrates
they enabled controlled adhesion of biomolecules (see AFM images in SI9).
Finally, the potential for controlling macromolecule adsorption on
suspended graphene membranes was assessed. Graphene mem-branes have
proven to be useful supports for a variety of micro-scopies, particularly
electron microscopy [18,32–39]. However, functionalisation is required to
uniformly deposit the material to be studied [18]. To test the efficacy of the
modified pyrenes for this application, two oppositely charged inorganic
clusters of defined atomic structure were chosen. Each is readily identified by
trans-mission electron microscopy (TEM): the anionic polyoxometalate
(POM) phosphotungstic acid ([W12O40P]3–, 1) and the cationic nan-ocluster
[Au9(PPh3)9]+ (2, abbreviated henceforth as Au9) [32–34]. Both have been
studied by TEM before [46,47], both are of interest in their own right for
applications such as catalysis, but most importantly here, both can be
positively identified by aberration-corrected TEM (acTEM) due to their
distinctive atomic geometries (see Fig. 6 and SI10/SI11).

an inner hexagon of diffraction spots, aligned to those of graphene,
corresponding to a lattice parameter of 0.28 ± 0.01 nm, similar to previously
reported for a pyrene derivative on graphene[28]. These inner spots decayed
rapidly with exposure to the electron beam, Fig. 6b), with a critical dose of 10
e Å 2, as to be expected for a molecular overlayer with only weak, noncovalent, intermolecular bonds. The diffraction thus shows the presence of the
pyrene and indicates that it is forming an ordered layer. The low critical dose
unfortunately precluded direct imaging of the molecular layer by acTEM.

Atomic resolution acTEM verified the selective adsorption of anionic
clusters on pyr+, and cationic on pyr-, modified graphene. The pyr±-graphene
TEM grids were incubated for 3 min in a solu-tion containing either the POM
(0.1 mg/mL) or Au9 (1 mg/mL), dried and then analysed by acTEM. Note that
the pyr molecular layers are destroyed by the electron beam dose required for
high resolution imaging (here typically > 100 e Å 2) and so are not apparent
in these images. The pyr+ modified graphene showed a strong affinity for the
negatively charged POM with average cover-age measured to be 500 ± 10
molecules lm 2, identified by their signature atomic arrangement (Fig. 6d). By
contrast, no POM is observed on pyr or un-modified graphene (SI12).
Consistent with its cationic nature, the pyr modified graphene showed a
strong affinity for the

Au9 with average coverage measured to be 100 ± 10 molecules lm 2 (Fig.
6c). By contrast, no Au9 is observed on pyr+- or un-modified graphene (SI12).
Coupling together the AFM and acTEM studies, this clearly demonstrates how
control over the electro-static interactions enables control over the adsorption of a
variety of macro-molecules. As a result we expect these pyr-derivatives to be
widely effective for surface modification of graphene based materials.

[W12O40P]3–, 1

[Au9(PPh3)9]+ , 2
Conclusions

Suspended graphene membranes were fabricated by transferral of CVDGr
to TEM grids (see Methods) and functionalised by immer-sion overnight in
solutions of pyr±. As shown in Fig. 6a), diffraction analysis of the pyr
modified graphene membranes showed the characteristic hexagonal
diffraction pattern of graphene, but also

In conclusion, we have shown how the surface functionality of graphene
can be easily tuned with self-limiting monolayer films of pyr-modified ions.
These enable control over electrostatic inter-actions in solution to selectively
bind charged macro-molecules, and similarly should be effective for other
charged species. We

expect this approach to be generically applicable to graphene on any surface
or indeed free-standing, making it useful in a wide variety of fields including
biomedicine, electrochemical sensors or catalysis, as well as for selective
adsorption to supported gra-phene membranes for cryo- and acTEM imaging.
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